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Original:    ENGLISH 

UNDP/UNIDO AGENCY REVIEW MEEPIHC 

(Vienna,  10-11 June 1969) 

MINUTES OP THE MEETING HELD ON 
WEDNESDAY, 11 JUNE 1969, AT 9.10 a.m. 

DISCUSSION OP PROJECTS - ASIA (continued) 

Mr. Qui.iano-Caballaro (UNIDO) invited all those present to join in a frank 

exchange of views for the benegit oí the programme. 

Papua 

Mi. Paul-Maro Henry (UNDP) said there were no comments regarding the 

technical assistance component and asked what SIS and SF projects were in the 

pipeline. 

A representative of the Technical Co-operation Division mentioned the post 

of an industrial adviser and a project for a garment factory. 

Philippines 

Mr. Paul-Hare Henry (UNDP) said that there was a strong regular programme 

and technical assistance component. He hoped that a project for a Metal Industries 

Development Centre would be approved under the Speoial Fund. 

A representative of the Technical Co-operation Division said that the flan 

of operations for the Metal Industry Development Centre was in its final stages. 

Reference was made to a request for Standards and Metrology prepared by UNESCO 

which had already been submitted to HDP.   The request had been referred to UNIDO 

for comments, which would be ready soon.    The Philippines also needed an organization 

for industrial standards and he pointed out that the project dealt almost entirely 

with iasic standards. 

id. 69-3082 
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Mr. Nagelstein (UHPP) asked whether the project contained a relatively 

heavy basic standards component.    The country's present facilities with regard to 

basic standards were poor and this aspect should be dealt with first.    The position 

with regard to the delimitation of responsibility fox star darde was unsatisfactory. 

A representative of the Technical Co-operation Division agreed regarding 

the promotion of work on basic standards.    He asked whether UNDP would be favourable 

to an industrial standards project, as industrial standards were necessary. 

Kr. Paul ^farc B-anry (UNDP) said there were two levels of concern,  first, 

the relation of industrial standards to basic standards and the degree of refinement 

of basic standards and secondly, xihether the project should be assigned to UN3SC0. 

The first w^s often a vexed question as Borne countries' projects on basic standards 

had been so re/ined that the industrial application of the standards was questionable« 

It might be better to bejin more humbly with industrial standards.   This matter 

needed to be considered further by the two agencies* 

Mr» Magelatein (UNDF) said that at a meeting in Bangkok * whole section 

hua Dee» ievoted to standards.    It vías desirable to emphasize industrial standards 

without neglecting the necepsary insistence on basic standards. 

A representative of the Technical Co-operation Division said that a furni- 

ture industrj  project was at an advanced stage. 

Singapore 

Mr., Paul-Haro Henry (UNDP) aakea whether any SIS projects were in the 

pipeline. 

A representative of the Technical Co-operatfon Division mentioned the 

Singapore Institute of Standards and Industrial Research.   The Resident Hepreeentative 

had indicated that this project would be submitted in a month or so. 

Thailand 

A representative of the Technical Co-operation ftf-vifiof mentioned the 

project for a technical research institute, which had been evaluated by UNDP and 

UNIDO in February.    An advisory report had already been received commending the work 

that had been done by the institute in applied research, whioh was having an effeot 

on the eoononjy.    The mission considered that the continued presence of UN.tDO and ÜÄDP 
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was necessary.    Management would be transferred to Thailand and, provided results were 

satisfactory, continuation might be considered.    He drew attention to the difficulties 

that might arise through inter-departmental rivalry.    That was a problem which the 

country itself must solve, thpugh UNDP had sometimes helped to overcome euch problems. 

A representative of the Industria,! Services and Institutions Division 

reviewed the functions and accomplishments of the Thai Institute.    In view of the 

diversity of the tasks of a research institute,  a multipurpose establishment was often 

the most economical solution,    However, ouch multipurpose institutes were so large 

that it took even developed countries a lon¿ tine to establish them«    UNDP had 

recognized this and had extended special treatment in particular cases, for example 

in Colombia* 
Unfortunately, the Research Institute in Thailand was under the Department of 

Seienot»   UNIDO felt that the business community should benefit from such an institute« 

The project manager had enjoyed good relations with the Prime Minister but had 

alienated »any gotrarnment officials» with resultant antagonism to the Institute,    It 

was mort a (juestion of opposition to the project manager than inter-departmental 

jealousy«    It might therefore be neoassary to change the project manager.   He thought 

that SIS projects should be amalgamated under a technical reeearch institute so as to 

avoid duplication end ensure continuity.   He also felt that the five ysars of effort 

that had been put into the project should not be wasted and that if the project were 

continued for two years it would succeed. 

Mr. Paul-Marc Henry (UNDP) expressed his agreement to the idea of an exten- 

sion out thought there ehould be i*;?«; oorAtspoadenoe on the subject, in view of the 

report.   Proposal» should be submitted before Sovember. 

It was for UNIDO to decide whether the project manager should bt retained«   The 

projeot manager, an Australian, had introduced the Commonwealth pattern of combining 

scientific and industrial research;    this had caused opposition.    Tht two-year exten- 

sion should be used to reorient the Institute and combine WXDO activities in one 

network under the reorganised Institute.   UNIDO should w**ite a letter to UNDP taking 

suggestions regarding a ntw look for the Institute. 

flr. ^ui,1ano-Cftba^fro (WE») fully agreed. 
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A_ reprcsnetat.'.ve of the Office ^f the executive .Director thought that a 

two-year extension would not be  enough to reorient the Institute,  though he fei-; that 

the problem of integrating research institutes with industry was a very difficult ono. 

Kr    N?~<»'Htov.i fT!KDPNi  ivr-ted out that the project manager had in fact done 

a very good job and he.C created a very effective tool in the Institute.    In fact, 

the Minicfcsar-of- ft.i,rvcult\,re,  vrbich had previously been opposed to the Institute, was 

now seeking its resistance because cf its quality.    In the present state of the 

Institute,  there wos no difficulty with regard to accommodating Mr. Afifi's point 

concerning the interests of the business community. 

L'y. .Pj^-Merc, Henry (UNDP), suœming up, said that action should be taken 

and no criticism of pact activities should be made.    It was for UNIDO to write to 

UNDP incorporating its sugD-"tions, which should be endorsed by the Government and 

indeed in line with the Government's wishes.    UNDP would reply and give assistance on 

the basis of concurrence with the Government. 

A .aamberjgf the feohnical Co-operation Division said that a project for an 

institute on industrial standards was in the pipeline. 

MEaJÖSekKö£j?2SS£ (lMM>) said that the Project haà just been received by 

UNDP, 

Viet-Iajn 

A_rex'rescncative of the Technical Co-operation Division said there were 

no projects in the pipeline but that a recniest had been received regarding a five-year 

posv~wc¿- dc-^lví—a- ^^.uutfei    l;«]Aíi.'ts w«re being ö^&mined. 

ILr, ?&u 1-Äarc Henry (ttlDF) said there were many aspeeta involved, partie»- 

larly the Mekong Coaaittes, which had a vsry ambitious prografflBe that was generally 

considered to be ovar-aabitioue     Financing would be difficult to obtain»   With 

regard to % post-war pro« asno $ which «igni become topical in tha s«Et twelve months, 

he »entiou«d a XSBSPffiD mission to îiet-ïaa under Mr. Tex Goldschnidt.   à 

United Nations rehabilitation and recovery agency would probably' have to be »et up. 

Post-war recovery involved difficult political «pMjïioa«, but he thought there would 

be strong, financial backing for eone kind of eaergency progresse within a 

United Nations fra&ew-^rk. 

! 
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j   t        • Mr. Qui Jano-C aballer o (UNIDO) thought that an SIS approach might be used 

' and asked if UNIDO could participate in the Goldechmidt mission. 
f 

| Mr» Paul-Marc Henry (UNDP) said that the mission had already left but that 
j 
| Mr. GoldBchmidt could call in at Vienna on his return and that a meeting with him 
1 
« might then be organized« 

j Western Samoa 
i 

Nil 

REVIEW OF CURRENT PROJECTS AND TH0S3 UNDER ACTIVE CONSIDERATION:    AFRICA 

Kr%. Manjsck (Chief of 6ection for áfrica, Technical Co-op*ratioa Division) 

introduced TSïIDO's Technical Assistance Programo« in Africa financed from UNDP funds. 

He mentioned that UNDP had approved for 1969,24 projects under'the Technical Assistance 

component of UNDP.    Six projects are pending with UNDP for approval, five projects 

are in the pipeline.   Of these 35 projects only 16 per cent were UNIDO's share - a 

relatively small participation of African countries in the Technical Assistance 

Programme«    He said that the reason could be seen from the recent independence of 

African countries and the recent establishment of UNIDO.   Hence, African countries had 

very many continuing projects under Technical Assistance compared with other agencies 

of the United Nations. 

Ho stated that participation in the SIS programme was approximately 
42 P«r cent.   Four projects were with UNDP for approval, 39 were in the pipeline.   The 

relatively high figure of projects in the pipeline resulted from 20 projects received 

recently from the Governments of Uganda and Rwanda - 10 projects each.   These project! 

were under consideration and had to be studied carefully. 

The participation of African countries in the field of industrial develqpsent in 

the Special Fund Programme was more than 5^ por o ant.   Fourteen projects were approved* 

The Inter-Agency Consultative Board had recommended four additional projects for 

inclusion in the June 1969 Programme of the Governing Council« 
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He then mentioned the following trends in the field of industrial development, 

^e more advanced countries were concentrating on more specialized projects in the 

field of specialized industries, quality control etc. The less advanced countries 

requested industrial or small-scale industries projects. 

1 

DISCUSSION OP PROJECTS 

Ai£2£iâ '   * —- 

Mr. I'ianeck (UNIDO) informed the Review Meeting that the work plan for the 

Special Fund project Centre for Industrial and Technological Studies was being elabora- 

ted. UNIDO had learned through the project manager of several problems in the 

establishment of an autonomous organization and the functions of the project as 

defined in the Plan of Operation. 

Mr. Paul-Marc Henry (UNDP) informed the Meeting of a letter of the 

Resident Representative in Algiers indicating also problems in the implementation of 

this project. It was agreed that a further meeting should take place next day with 

Mr. Bruce Harland and UNIDO representatives. 

Mr. Paul-Maro Henry (UNDP) said that UHDP would be interested in an indus- 

trial programme in this nev.ly independent country. 

Burundi 

Mr. Maneck (UNIDO) informed the meeting of the SIS programme in Burundi, 

but said the. there was no Special fund project in the pipeline. 

Mr. Paul-Marc Henry (UNDP) mentioned a new rural development project in 

which UHIDO might eventually be involved for the establishment of small plants« At 

present, this was an PAO oriented project, but the Resident Representative in 

Burundi would set up a committee in which all agencies would have the opportunity to 

participât« • 
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Cameroon 

Mr« Maneok (UNIDO) informed the meeting of a telephone call which he had 

received from the Austrian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The Government of Austria 

had received a request from the Government of Cameroon to supply to the Maintenance 

and Repair Project equipment totalling $50,000, 

Mr. Paul-ftaro Henry (UNDP) said that UNDP was in favour of this project, 

but would be pleased to receive UNIDO's comments on the summary submitted in March 

in due course. 

Mr. Acogav (ÜNDX)) said that their reply had been delayed because of 

further information to be collected by the substantive division. 

Central African Ragublio 

Mr. Kaaaok (UOTDO) informed the meeting that a project data sheet for the 

first phase concerning the request for the feasibility study of cement industry had 

bet» ««at to ÜMDF following Mr. »agelstein»s report. 

"ft ffarliffV* (WE*0) confirmed that the project would be approved soonest 

if the project was in accordance with Mr. Sagelstei^s recommendations. 

Ch«id 

Mr. Maneok (UNIDO) said that the meat project financed under SIS was 

completed. 

Mr. Paul-Marc Henry (UNDP) requested all reports on meat projects to be 

submitted to UNDP as soon m possible. 

Congo Brazsaville 

Mr. Mancck (UKIDO) described the SIS programma in the country, but mentioned 

that there was no Special Fund projeot in the pipeline. 

(UNIDO) mentioned that the Maintenance and Hepair projeot request 

under Special Fund was very similar to the request of the Government of Cameroon. 
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Kr^Paul^Marc Kenxy# (UNDP) replied that UNDP was in favour of this project. 

He said that the Special Fund project for Fertilizer Industry was to be reconsidered. 

He drew the meeting's attention to negotiations between the Italian and the Congo 

Governments for tue construction of a large Fertilizer Industry. 

Dahomey 

No Special Fund request was in the pipeline. However, Mr. Paul-Mare Henry 

emphasized the necessity cf industrialization of this country in helping to reduce 

unemployment, 

Bast. ^fr,iq^_Cgfflmun5.ty 

î&f..-îlaSSPJÊ (UNIDO) outlined the details of the request of the last African 
Development Bank for assistance from Special Fund and mentioned the strong support 

received from the Resident Representative.    The Resident Representative and UNIDO    * 

felt it necessary ta include this project in the January 1970 programme of the 
Governing Cornell. 

Mr. Paul-Marc Henry (tfflDP) agreed with the tw«fulae»s of thia project and 

expressed his appreciation if recruitment could start as soon as possible.   First 
measures would be financed under the Revolving fund. 

lÈLiJìBÌ^&t£§ì?Aìlr:(l (UHIDO) decided that recruitment action should he 
initiated as Boon as possible. 

Ethiopia 

ttp-Mivmak. (TìMIDO) informed the meeting of the uaoffioial -request for the 
Centre for Industrial Planning and Implementation, 

Mr_.__Paul-Marc Henry (UNDP) replied that UHDP would appreciate such a • 

project.   All r.eccsrary stops should be taken to receive an off ioial request in 

time.    The project could bo included in the January I97O program» and reoruitaent 
should be started cr-'lier. 

'^.^J^dSs^èJ^SËS, («HU») informed the meeting about an unofficial 
request for the establish!ioni of a arrdl factory produoing telecommunication equip- 
ment, 

.^JMsSsSSjaSK (ÜHDP) confirmed that ÜÄDP would follow up such a 
project with great interest« 
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.4*. 
Mr., Kaneck (UNIDO) mentioned Mr. Sylla'e recent mission to the country and 

Informed the meeting that UNIDO is expecting a few requests in the field of industries. 

13'» lianook (IMIDO) stated that UNIDO liad received a request for an 

dustri al Survey. The ¿gency is suggesting one expert uider SIS for three months. 

Mr« Wadda (UNIDO) indicated the interest of the Government of Gambia in 

the establishment of a small filtering station for groundnut oil. 

Mr. Paul-hare Henry (UMDP) stated that Gambia should be a country where 

the small plant approach could work« UNDP were looking forward to hearing the 

results of the survey mission. 

First, Hr« Maneck referred to the approved project, assistance to the Ghana, 

Industrial Holding eerporation wider Special Fond. Ho informed the meeting that the 

seoond draft of too Plan of Operation is with the Government tad has been revised on 

the basis of comments of UNDP and the Resident Representative after consultation 

with the General Manager of OIHC. It was agreed that the needs of the Government 

would serve only a «strong project. The comments of UHDF should be seen in the light 

of a compromise and UNDP would not be willing to go beyond this. 

»?. Haneok (OTIDO) mentioned that the present recruitment system seems to 

be unsatisfactory« Recruitment for Special Bind» technical assistance and Regular 

Programme posts is «till with TARS« The ¿ob descriptions were sent to ÎAHS in 

October of last year. Kore than thirty oaniddates have been evaluated, of which 

twelve have bean recommended. Pive cablee have been sent to TABS by Oil» respecting 

the submission of eurriouUsi vita*. Nothing haft happened as yet« A aemorandu» 

from TARS was reoeivad oa 10 June stating that the submission of ©orrie«lim vitas 

is not yst ready« 

He stated that the administrativa prooedure of reonitseat at WÎB0 hea&niartere 

was working satisfactorily« .Belays are mainly caused by governments« He mentioned 

some countries where candidates were with the government for* five to elevan months 

and finally all candidates ware rejected by the government without any reason being 

given« 

^MjHMrijiria 
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lie then elated that the use of contractual services is limited and in the 

majority of UÎIIÎX" projects, a training component is involved for which contractual 

sexviees can bo used in exceptional cases only. As long as the United Nations con- 

tinues to follow .he system of international recruitment and international bidding, 

there will »>e delays in the implementation oí' projects. 

Mr» Paul-Marc Henry (UNDP) suggested UNIDO to consider the use of the IBRD 

procedure for subcontracting. 

ilr. O,uijano-Caballero (UNIDO) replied that this suggestion will be considered. 

He emphasized the considerable success of the fibre bag factory operated by UND» 

personnel» 

intest 
Mr. Maaeok (UNID(§ mentioned three SIS projects but stated therm was no 

Spécial Fund project in the pipeline. 

Mr. ttaaeek (UMBO) explained the status of the implementation of the 

Centre for Industrial Studies and Promotion financed from the Special fund.   At the 

request of the Government, the project should start operations by mid-October. 

Mr« Paul-^aro Henry (UNDP) pointed out the possibility of friotions with 

the Bureau du développement industriel. 

Kr. Maneck (UNIDO) replied ti ^t the correct placement of a project is 

most important and we fv.lly rely on the recommendations of the Resident Representative, 

whose suggestion should be followed. 

Uff* 
^Pt Hauaofc (UNIDO) mentioned UNIDO's programme in the field of food, 

chemicals and light industries. He reported on the present status of the Kenya 

survey under SIS. At the request of Ilr. Harland, Mr. Eleish informed the meeting 

that UMIDO will receive soon the first views of the SIS mission which will be 

submitted to UNDP in duo course. 

The UHDP representatives confirmed that the follow-up project under Special 

Fund, Centre for the Survey on Industrial Promotion, will be included in the 

January 1970 programme of the Governing Council. 

HMi •ÉHllHBÉHillÉHltfh ÉÊM -- "-»--«rf-^ **- 
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sotho 

Mr» Salamon (UNIDO) stated that the Government has requested an expert to 

siet in the preparation of the development plan« 

Mr. Paul-Marc Henry (UNDP) replied that such a project would find UNDP*s 

upport. 

iberl<_ 

Mr. Maneck (UNIDO) described the Government*e interest in the establishment 

)f an industrial area or an industrial estate near Monrovia, but also a lack of 

iovernment funds*   He suggested a snail project, as a first phase, should be recommended. 

Mr« Paul-Maro Henry (UNDP) expressed positive views. 

Mr« Maneck (UNIDO) informed the meeting of the status of implementation of 

his project«   The Plan of Operation is under preparation end a first draft will be 

ieoussed with the Government soon.   Mr. Maneck mentioned also the existing request 

'or a pilot plant for the production of protein from crude oil. 

Mr. Har^and (UNDP) replied that the project has been examined carefully 

>ut it seems to be necessary to await the conclusions of the Protein Advisory Group. 

HDP will not be willing to finance a purely research job. 

Mr. Nagelstein (UNDP) added that there is insufficient experience in 

ïxistenoe.    The project should not be started at the present stage* 

:çj£ (UNIDO) informed the meeting of the Government's request for 

;he establishment of an industrial estate and that a project data sheet under SIS 

Tor two experts for six months each as a first phase had been submitted to UNDP 

ecently for approval* 

Mr. Paul-Marc Henry (üW)P) replied that UHDP is willing to approve this 

jpproach* 

U^-—... :   ^^^^a^J.-t^'.^^tefflif,, »ffr..   «aajiBfi^^ „¡toA.1r»,  rS¡^.,»_^ .^.»jáiat^i^^ 
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Kaghreb 

Mr. Maneck (UNIDO ) informed the meeting of the first results of the project 

uhich had led to an agreement- between the Governments of Libya and Tunisia to estab- 

lish a larse--scale fertilizer plant in Tunisia usin& Tunisian phosphate and Libyan 

oil. 

Lawi 

Mr. Maneck (UNIDO ) stated the interest of UNIDO to participate in the pre- 

investment project on pulp and paper in which PAO and UNIDO are involved. 

Mr. Maneck (UNIDO) said that UNIDO has no definite information on the status 

of a request for a Centre for Industrial Studies. 

Mr. Paul-Marc Henry (UMBP) replied that such a request would be- part of 

the develop»«»* of the Senegal River Basin.   Ho official request has bee« received 

hy UNDP as yet. 

Mauritania 

Ilr. Maneck ( UNIDO) infers»* the asofia«, of the saall-soale industry expert 

who has been appointed for three months. 

Mauritius 

tir. Maneck (UNIDO) referred to the Government's request for au exploratory 

mission of two experts. 

Ilr. Paul-Maro Henry (UNDP) indicated hi» support for suèh a mission. 

Morocco 

Mr. Maneck (UNIDO) informed the meeting that two experts for the fish 

protein project are under active recruitment.    They can be expected in Agadir by the 

end of this month. 

Mr. Paul-Marc Henry (tKDP) confirmed the strong support of this project 

by UNDP and suggested that a second phase under Special Fund should be included in 

the Jan.;?Ty 1970 programme of the Oovernirg Council. 

Mr. Nagelstein (UNDP) added that fro« his recent visit,  he lóerned that a 

third phase under Special Fund will be necessary. 
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Niger 

Mr» Maneck (UNIDO) informed the meeting that UNDP has submitted a suggestion 
to the Government of Niger to start the first phase of the Industrial Sstate project 
under Special Fund, which can be financed from Government funds.   He mentioned that 
from preliminary view», UMIDO has learned that the Government is in favour of a 
smaller project which would put the Government into the position of not having to 
wait for assistance from the European Development Fund. 

Mr. Paul-Marc Henry (UNDP) suggested that recruitment should begin 
immediately as ha would be willing to suggest the inclusion of this project into the 

January 1970*programne of the Governing Council* 

JÜS22Í& 

Mr. Maneck (UNIDO) explained UNIDO«B views on the difficult position in the 

country.   I» mentioned that a UNE» staff «saber will § » t© Nigeria within the next 
few weeks to diseuse a development plan in the fieli of industry with the Paierai 
Government of Nigeria fer rsoonttmetion and further development. 

WpT piffll-lfarc Henry (UNDP) expressed UNDP« s great interest in all develop- 

ment projects in Nigeria« 

Mr. Pail-Marc Henry (UNDP) mentioned the large amount of assistance given 

to Rwanda through several bilateral programmes, the luropean Development Fund and 

the United Nations. 

Mr. Men*"* (UNIDO) suggested the programmes should concentrate on the 

three major resources of tha country»   the gas of Lake Kivu, agricultural products 
and peat.   UNIDO would be highly interested in the further exploration in the use of 

the gas of Lake Kivu for industrial products. 

He mentioned an official request for a pilot plant for the dehydration of 
vegetables end fruit which is not yat ready to be inoluded in the January 1970 
programme of tha Governing Council,   À feasibility study to be financed fro» the 

Revolving Fund would be mora reasonable. 

Mr. Peni-Maro Henry (UNDP) stated that this would be acceptable to UNDP. 

A leMèMHÉMïiiilÉriiililBnwBBn^ 
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Senegal 

Kr. ilaneck (UNIDO) -eferred to the official request for assistance to 

SCNEPI and indicated that the Government might amend the request. 

Ik'.  Paul~Marc Henry (Uru)P) explained that UNDP had received a modified 

request. 

Sierra Leone 

Mr» Mafleck (UNIDO) mentioned the two SIS projects in Sierra Leone, 

Somalia 

Mry.Maneck (UNIDO) explained the results of Dr# Salama's mission to the 

country which had led to several missione under Technical Assistance, Regular Programme 

and SIS and a suggested request under Special Fund.   He also informed the meeting 

that the Government does net want to make a Special Fund request for a Centre for 

Industrial Development.   However, the decision for such a request will be based on 

the merits of the posts requested from other programmes. 

Kg». Paui-^iâgc Henry (UNDP) drew attention to the fact that ÜHDP is financing 

an Industrial Adviser in the African Development Bank. 

Mr«,. Akhras, (ŒilDO) informed the meeting of the recent visit of the 

General Manager of the Bank to UNIDO which will lead to action. 

Sudan 

The outcome cf the fact-finding mission concerning the Sudanese Industrial 

Research Institute was discussed. 

Jr.» Paul^Warc Henry (UHDF) confirmed that the extension of the Institute 

will be granted as suggested by the fact-finding mission. 

waailand 

Mr. Maneek (CHEDO) mentioned the request for an pre benefioiation study. 

Kr«. Pausare, Henry (UNDP) confirmed that such a project will be assigned 

to UNIDO, 
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United Republic of Tanzania 

Mr. Maneok (UNIDO) informed the meeting of the present position of the 

Centre for Industrial Studies.    A new Plan of Operation is under consideration. 

Mr. Paul-Marc Henry (UNDP) expressed FAO's wishes to be involved in an 

advisory capacity in the pilot plant for phosphatic fertilisers. 

Tunisia 

Some criticism of the Government on the professional capability of an expert 

assigned to the Centre for Industrial Studies was discussed, 

Kr. Paul-Marc Henrv (UNDP) said that he has been informed that i;.3 level 
of experts seems not to be high enough« 

Mr« Maneck ( Uli IDO ) stated that these complaints were brought to the atten- 

tion of UND» during the recent meeting with project managers and their counterpart« 

in Vienna,   the Government does not wish to extend the contracts of two experts. 

Steps have already teen taken to recruit more suitable candidates for these two posts. 

Mr. Akhras (UNIDO) informed the meeting of a request for the establishment 

of an Investment Promotion Centre tinder Special ffund,   ... 

Mr. Paul-Marc Henry (UNDP) wondered what the relationship would be with 

the Industrial Study Centre, part of the purpose of which was to encourage investment. 

Kr. Akhras (UNIDO ) replied that the purpose of the promotion centre would 

be not to prepare projeots but actually to sell them and that it would not be 

restricted to projects elaborated toy the Centre. 

(UinBO) informed the meeting of the problems in connexion with 

the Industrial Sstate project in Uganda.   Reoruitment of experts was difficult due 

to the Government"s wish for a few spoific nationalities.   It was agreed to discuss 

this project in a meeting with Mr. Harland the next day. 

M^¡J.^UU»^>-.^J: -rihiBiAS- ^,^-^s^ntk.. 
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United Arab iiepublic' 

llr. Harland (UNDP) said that the request for a Metallurgical Research 

Institute should not include a pilot plant for ore beneficiation ae such a plant 

exists already. 

fir* Hi.ihawan (UWIDO) expressed agreement with iir. Harland* t views but ho 

felt that the project had been in the pipeline long enou# and a decision should be 

taken one waj or the othar. 

vir*; y«Afo 
fhe rauptest for Special Fund assistance for the establishment of a saall-ecale 

»   industries project was discussed« 

Mr. Barland (ISTOP) expressed the view that a final decision should be baaed 

on the results of an SIS exploratory nissioa. 

Zambia 

Mr. Maneck (OTOO) i»f**ra»4 tto aeetiii« of ti*e present status of implementa- 

tion of the Industrial Hstate project. 

JSÜ. at 1.10 B«8. 
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